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ABSTRACT
Stegman, Steven V , M.A., 1998 Geography
Remote Sensing of Avalanche Chutes in the Central Bitterroot Range, Montana
Director: John J. Donahue ^  ^
The Bitterroot Mountains of western Montana are home to numerous avalanche chutes 
resulting from heavy snowfall during winter/spring months. They are clearly visible in 
aerial photographs as well as in other remotely sensed images. Landsat Thematic Mapper 
(TM) data at 30 meter resolution were used to identify avalanche chutes in the area. These 
data incorporated terrain shadows resulting from the low sun angles and rugged topogra­
phy of the Range. Several methods were used to reduce the effects of the shadows, the 
most effective of which was correcting the TM data by slope and aspect based on solar 
angle and azimuth at the time of satellite overpass. Terrain-corrected TM bands 3 ,4 , and 5 
were used in a supervised classification to map avalanche tracks and runout zones. Start­
ing zones were extremely heterogeneous and were not successfully mapped. In addition to 
the terrain-corrected TM data, the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) was 
included as a pseudo-band in the classification and provided significant improvement over 
the terrain-corrected data alone.
Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) further improved the classification through the use 
of several morphometries. These included slope, elevation, slope curvature, and distance 
to linear depression. No single measure provided significant improvement in the identifi­
cation of avalanche chutes. When used in conjunction, slope and slope curvature provided 
small yet significant improvement to the classification. The primary benefit of the morpho- 
metric variables in the classification was in limiting errors of commission. Heavily dis­
sected terrain on the eastern front and some south-facing slopes were falsely mapped as 
avalanche chute prior to the inclusion of morphometric data.
With respect to slope aspect, avalanche chutes showed a preference for northwest, 
south and southeast-facing slopes. Other morphometric indicators did not vary as a func­
tion of slope aspect with the exception of slope angle. Northeast-facing slopes were 
slightly steeper than south-facing slopes. The south aspect preference was likely due to the 
greater diurnal temperature fluctuations during winter and higher temperatures during 
spring. This may have increased the number of more intense wet slab avalanches capable 
of removing climax forest.
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INTRODUCTION
Problem
Snow avalanches are significant natural hazards worldwide causing an estimated 
100,000 related fatalities in the 20th century. About 100,000 avalanches per year occur in 
the United States alone, with fatalities doubling those of earthquakes (Voight and Fergu­
son, 1988; Walsh et aL, 1990). In thirty-five years of avalanche history over eighty fatali­
ties were attributed to avalanches in Colorado alone, with somewhat reduced numbers for 
Washington, Alaska, Utah, and Idaho. Total fatalities in this period for the US and Canada 
exceed 290 (McClung & Shaerer, 1993, 53). High avalanche risk areas are of concern for 
transportation, alpine communities and winter recreationalists to name a few.
Snow avalanches commonly produce distinct vegetative patterns and landforms 
(Butler & Walsh, 1990). The removal of vegetation makes avalanche chutes highly visible 
on any hike through alpine terrain. From great distances the vegetation difference between 
the avalanche chutes and surrounding forest enhances the ability to separate them from 
other landforms. From still greater distances, avalanche chutes are visible at almost any 
scale in aerial photographs as well as in remotely sensed satellite images.
SPOT {Le Système Pour Le 'Observation de la Terre) data has been used in previ­
ous work (Korol, 1994) but the coarser resolution of Landsat Thematic M apper (TM) has 
not been used with much success, and certainly not in the Bitterroot M ountains of western 
Montana.
Objectives
The primary goal of the project is to map present avalanche chutes from TM data 
and Digital Elevation Models (DEMs). After mapping them to an acceptable degree of 
accuracy, a second goal is to document and describe any major differences in avalanche 
chute morphology as a function of aspect. This may be as simple as documenting ava­
lanche chute frequency between aspect classes. It may also involve more complex mor­
phometric variables. Examples of these variables would include local relief, terrain 
roughness, and total relief to name a few.
Several methods of avalanche chute identification were compared to determine the 
most accurate. This method was used to map avalanche chutes over the study area. From 
the mapped chutes several morphometric variables were extracted from the DEMs and 
compared between aspect classes. These data were used to support or refute several 
hypotheses.
Hypotheses
The first hypothesis is that the use of methods to limit the terrain effect (i.e. shad­
ows) will provide significant improvement over the raw TM data. A second is that the 
inclusion of DEM generated data (i.e. slope, elevation, roughness), whether used as 
pseudo-bands or mask images, will significantly improve the accuracy of the mapping. A 
final hypothesis, tested after the tracks and runout zones have been mapped, is that chute 
morphologies differ significantly as a function of slope aspect. Formal hypotheses are 
listed below.
Hypothesis 1.
HgiThere is no significant improvement in avalanche track mapping accuracy 
between images created from terrain corrected TM data and raw TM data.
HjrThere is a significant improvement.
Hypothesis 2.
H():There is no significant improvement in avalanche track mapping accuracy 
between images created from the addition of DEM generated metrics and the 
terrain-normalized TM data alone.
H jiThere is a significant improvement.
Hypothesis 3.
H():There is no significant difference in avalanche path morphology between eight 
aspect classes (N, NE... NW).
HjrThere is a significant difference.
Reject all Hq’s at a  = 0.05.
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The scarred terrain features created by avalanches have been described in the liter­
ature by many terms (paths, chutes, tracks etc.). The term chute is preferred here as a geo- 
mophological decriptor of the incised feature. In recent years the term path has been used 
in the literature to refer to the entire feature and in referring to these documents, the term 
path will be used.
Snow Avalanches
An avalanche is defined as a dislocation of snow cover over a distance greater than 
50 meters (Fraser, 1978, 79) or as “...a mass of snow moving downslope which may con­
tain ice, soil, rocks, or other debris” (Fredston & Fesler, 1994, preface). Avalanches can be 
broadly classified, first, as either loose snow or slab, and second, as either dry or wet 
(Fraser, 1978). Loose snow avalanches release from a single point and reach velocities 
rarely exceeding 9 m/s (20 m.p.h).These avalanches often result from sloughing and are 
restricted to starting zones above tree-line. They cause little, if any, damage to mature for­
est. Slab avalanches release large amounts of cohesive snow in layers; the slab may 
involve the entire thickness of snowpack or just the upper layers. Wet snow avalanches are 
defined by the presence of free water within their deposits. Their densities commonly 
range between 300 and 400 kg/m^ and their speeds can reach 22 m/sec (50 m.p.h.) (Fraser, 
1978, 80). Most tend to follow terrain irregularities closely. Dry snow avalanches are char­
acterized by two components; a lower portion, with densities between 60 and 90kg/m^ and 
velocities up to 90 m/sec (200 m.p.h.), and an upper (with densities 2-10 kg/m^). The 
upper component is commonly referred to as a powder cloud (Ives et a i, 1976). The pres­
ence of a powder cloud constitutes an airborne powder avalanche; such avalanches convey
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the most destructive forces of all (Fraser, 1978).
Snow Avalanche Paths
Avalanche paths are complex yet common geomorphic features in alpine terrain. 
The path refers to the course down which avalanches have occurred (Korol, 1994; Marti- 
nelli, 1974). A path can be further divided into three subregions: the starting zone, track, 
and runout zone (Martinelli, 1974; Shaerer, 1976). The starting zone is the highest in ele­
vation and the primary area o f accumulation from which snow is released; after release, 
material is transported down the track where further material may be acquired. The start­
ing zone and track are therefore both considered areas of snowfall accumulation, whereas 
the runout zone is a depositional area because the flowing material decelerates as it moves 
into areas o f lower slope angle. Runout zones occur at slope angles lower than for uphill 
tracks and, depending on the amount of snow in motion, may run over areas of flat slope 
and proceed up the opposite valley side (Martinelli, 1977; McClung & Shaerer, 1993).
Avalanche paths have been classified by many characteristics including aspect, 
slope, and recurrence interval, to name a few (Korol, 1994). M ost are, however, extremely 
complex and variable, characteristics that place limits on their classification. A single track 
may have several starting zones that differ with respect to the classification criterion 
(McClung & Shaerer, 1993). It may have vegetative cover in some reaches but exposed 
rock in others where avalanches have removed any thin soils or ran over bedrock outcrops. 
In the central Bitterroot Range avalanches occasionally exceed a kilometer in length with 
as much as 800 meters relief. Paths vary in width: they may reach 200 meters on larger 
paths and less than 10 meters on others.
Past Research
Korol (1994) grouped previous research on avalanches into four broad categories: 
avalanche path floristics, hazard assessment, geomorphology, and the use o f avalanche 
path vegetation by grizzly bears. In recent years, remote sensing and GIS have been used 
to investigate avalanches; the use of these technologies in the identification and analysis of 
avalanche paths may call for the creation of an additional research category. This is the 
category that the current project would fit into.
The identification of avalanche paths from remotely sensed data relies mainly on 
the differences in spectral reflectance between vegetation within avalanche paths and the 
adjacent forest. Most studies in the first group (avalanche path floristics) focus on plant 
communities and involve but a small number of avalanche paths (Korol, 1994). These 
studies include those of Eversman (1968, 1970) and Stauffer (1976) who compared plant 
communities growing in different paths. Other research into the diversity of path vegeta­
tion include M ace (1984) and Smith (1974). The results of these studies show that vegeta­
tion within avalanche paths is dominated by shrubs, forbs, and grasses, often mixed with 
saplings. These vegetation forms provide the necessary contrast in spectral reflectance to 
distinguish the paths from adjacent forest.
Hazard assessment is perhaps the most applied of KoroTs categories for it deals 
with direct risks to human population. Hazard assessment is o f concern to highway depart­
ments, railroads, small alpine communities, and ski resorts (Armstrong et a i,  1974). The 
focus of this research is on the identification of areas that, based on their terrain and cli­
mate, are subject to frequent avalanches. Research has been conducted world wide with 
studies emerging from almost all mountainous regions. The number and spatial distribu-
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tion of avalanche studies shows the relative importance of the hazard assessment category.
Several books deal specifically with avalanche risks, processes, and types of res­
cue. These include works by Armstrong & Williams (1992), LaChapelle (1978), McClung 
& Shaerer (1993) and Fredston & Fesler (1994).
With respect to their geomorphic effects, avalanches significantly shape alpine ter­
rain. They create erosional and depositional features as well as affect hydrologie pro­
cesses. Research in this area varies from landform control on avalanche path location 
(Butler & Walsh, 1990; Butler & Malanson, 1990) to the erosional and depositional fea­
tures that are created (Davis, 1962; Peev, 1965; Gardner, 1970; Luckman, 1977; 1978).
The research category added to Korol’s list (remote sensing - GIS analyses) 
includes the identification and analysis of avalanche paths from remotely sensed and/or 
DEM data. This research focuses on ways to identify avalanche paths in the field and 
examine patterns of spectral reflectance between avalanche paths and surrounding vegeta­
tion. These efforts are directed toward the development of spectral signatures or spectral 
response patterns. Korol (1994) used three bands of SPOT data to determine whether three 
types of avalanche paths could be distinguished. SPOT data has finer spatial resolution (10 
meter panchromatic, 20 meter multispectral) than TM (30 meters) but offers less spectral 
resolution with only three bands; green, red, and near-infrared (Verbyla, 1995, 9). Korol 
(1994) noted early efforts to identify avalanche paths from TM data but these met with lit­
tle success owing to its coarser spatial resolution. Other GIS-based analyses were per­
formed by Butler & Walsh (1990) and Walsh et al. (1990) in Glacier National Park, M on­
tana.
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Terrestrial Remote Sensing
The use of remotely sensed data for the study of vegetation has proven useful for a 
wide variety o f applications (Korol, 1994). The basis for these applications is the differ­
ence in the patterns of reflectance in various wavelength by different vegetation types. 
These patterns o f reflectance has been commonly referred to as spectral “signatures” or 
response patterns (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994). The term “response pattern” will be used 
hereafter because it does not imply a unique reflectance pattern for each vegetation cover 
type as does the term “signature”.
The reflectance for different vegetation types are most visible in the red and near- 
infrared wavelengths. Reflectance in the red wavelengths (TM band 3) is associated with 
chlorophyll absorbtion by vegetation. Areas of dense vegetation commonly appear dark in 
this band. Near-infrared reflectance (TM band 4) is controlled by the structure and mois­
ture content o f the spongy mesophyll tissue within each leaf. Because difference vegeta­
tion exhibit different cell structures, they are most visible in this band (Lillesand & Kiefer, 
1994, 17).
During the spring and early summer, the difference in vegetation reflectance is 
greatest. Water content in soil and in leaf tissue is greatest during this period of spring run­
off providing greater contrast between lifeform types. This is particularly true with respect 
to mature forest vegetation and those within avalanche chutes.
STUDY AREA
Geography
The study area is located in the central Bitterroot Range in western Montana. It is 
bordered on the west by the Idaho-Montana border and to the east by the Bitterroot Valley. 
Northern and southern boundaries include the drainages of Bass and Roaring Lion Creeks 
respectively (Fig. 1).
A majority o f the area is within the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness and bears few 
roads or other recent human modifications. In particular, there are few remaining timber 
harvest blocks or other disturbances that might be confused with avalanche chutes. Most 
of these harvest blocks are located on the eastern front o f the Bitterroot Range where few 
or no avalanche chutes occur.
Elevations in the study area range from 1125 meters (3690 feet) at the Big Creek 
campground to 2922 meters (9587 ft.) at the summit o f St. Joseph Peak. Avalanche chutes 
occur in an elevation range of 1344 meters (4409 ft.) to 2452 meters (8045 ft.). All eleva­
tions are above mean sea level.
The area is dominated by a series of eastward draining basins, a stream trend that 
causes the majority of the slopes to face either north or south (Fig. 2). Few slopes face to 
the west, although several streams in their upper reaches descend to the south, a descent 
that creates some east and west-facing slopes. A majority of the east-facing slopes are on 
the mountain front facing the Bitterroot Valley.
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Figure 1. Map of the Bitterroot Range and the Study Area.
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Geology
The Bitterroot Mountains were initiated by uplift associated with the intrusion of 
the Idaho batholith between the late Jurassic and middle Cretaceous (100-150 MYA). The 
central mass is almost completely gneissic quartz monzonite (Lindgren, 1904,42). A layer 
of metamorphosed batholith drapes the eastern front of the Bitterroot Range in the form of 
“border zone” gneiss that is roughly 600m (2000ft) thick (Ross, 1950, 171). The gneiss is 
a modification of the interior granite described by Lindgren (1904,42) as “granite made 
shistose by pressure, and westward gradually changes into the massive granite”. The east- 
facing gneiss dips at 18* to 26* from Lolo peak south to Nez Perce pass.
Study Area Aspect Distribution <% of Totai Area)
North
348
336 24
324 36
312 48
300 60
288 72
276 84
West East
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252 108
240 120
228 132
144216
204 156
192 168
180
South
Figure 2. Slope aspect distribution for the study area showing the dominance of terrain 
facing north and south
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Climate
The Bitterroot Range is affected by both continental and maritime weather sys­
tems. LaChapelle (1966) placed Montana in the “Coastal Transition Zone" where the win­
ter climate is drier and colder than the Pacific coast. The Range receives moderately heavy 
snowfall reaching an average maximum depth of 3 meters sometime in April (Amo,
1970). Stauffer (1976, 21) described the overall climate of western M ontana as a modified 
Northern Pacific Coast type. In comparison to Montana east of the Continental Divide, 
winters are generally milder owing to the Divide’s height which provides a barrier against 
the penetration of arctic air masses moving south out of Canada.
Daily snow depths and temperatures are available from two SNOTEL (SNOw 
TELemetry) sites near the study area; Lolo Pass, 20 kilometers to the northwest, and Nez 
Perce Camp, 50 kilometers to the south (see Fig. 1). Data are available from 1979 till 
present for the Nez Perce site and from 1984 till present for the Lolo Pass site. Data may 
be obtained from the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) at http://mtsoirm. 
mt.nrcs.gov/swcs/snow/sntlhist.html. The data are summarized in figure 3. Maximum 
snowmelt occurs during early spring as evidenced by the decreasing snowpack and 
increasing temperatures. A thinning of average snowpack is evident from north to south 
along with a decrease in average temperatures.This is perhaps due to the prevailing orien­
tation of storm tracks which trend from the northwest to the southeast over the Bitterroot 
Range. Most precipitation comes from snow falling in mid to late winter and early spring
Nez Perce Camp and Lolo Pass 
SNOTEL Data (1979-96)
25 T T 15
—0 “  Lolo Pass Snow 
Nez Perce Snow 
♦  ■ Lolo Pass Temp 
A  Nez Perce Temp ■ ■  10
c
" 5
O)0)*D
5 "
O)
-5 "
-10
Feb Mar Apr May JunNov Dec Jan Aug SepOct Jul
Figure 3. Plot of monthly average SNOTEL data for the Lolo Pass (5240 ft.) and Nez Perce Camp (5650 ft.) sites, 1979-1996.
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Vegetation
The Bitterroot Mountains are characterized by diverse types of vegetation, the dis­
tribution of which varies according to elevation and aspect. Forested areas are dominated 
by lodgepole pine, ponderosa pine, Douglas fir, subalpine fir, and Englemann spruce 
(Stauffer, 1976). Avalanche tracks within the Bitterroot Mountains are home to numerous 
species of shrubs, forbs, and grasses. Stauffer (1976,) listed 129 plant species within a sin­
gle slide; most were herbaceous plants or saplings. Similar vegetation types were noted in 
northwestern M ontana by Korol (1994).
North-facing slopes in the Bitterroot Range are generally cool and moist allowing 
the subalpine zone to extend into lower elevations than on south-facing slopes (Stauffer, 
1976), Drier south-facing slopes allow species like ponderosa pine to extend into higher 
elevations. These differences in vegetation among aspects affects the ability to map vege­
tation over the area. Because the difference in vegetation between chutes and surrounding 
forest is critical to the identification of avalanche chutes, vegetation in the study area is 
very important.
METHODS
Identifying avalanche chutes from satellite data requires several steps (Fig 4). First 
the TM data and OEMs have to be acquired and georeferenced. The most useful of the TM 
bands has to be determined prior to image pre-processing. After manipulating the images 
to highlight avalanche chutes, the chutes have to be identified in the field to create a train­
ing site image. The training site image is used to develop spectral response functions for 
the ground cover features. The avalanche response function is used to map areas of similar 
reflectance. These step are described in more detail below.
TM Data
y /  Simple Ratio ^
Terrain NDVICorrection
COS Corrected
NO
Chosen TM Data
Training Data
Identify
Response
Patterns,
i
Best
Method
Found?
Accuracy
Assessment
Add DEM 
Metrics Training Data
Classified
Ground Truth
Identify > 
Response 
Patterns y
Best
Method
Found?
^  Final Image ----- AccuracyAssessment
Ground Truth
Figure 4. Flowchart of the methodology for identifying avalanche chutes from TM.
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Spectral and Digital Elevation Data
Landsat Thematic Mapper scene p41r28 dated July 20, 1990 (Fig 5) was acquired 
from the Wildlife Spatial Analysis Lab at the University o f Montana and used as the pri­
mary source of spectral data. The scene is covered by seven bands; three in visible wave­
lengths, three in near to mid-infrared, and one in thermal.
Level 2 Digital Elevation Models (DEMs) were available for all but one of the 
quadrangles that cover the study area. The St. Joseph Peak quadrangle is a level 1 DEM 
and was horizontally striped, a flaw that provided some problems for morphometric analy­
ses. Level 2 DEMs are preferred to level 1 because of the greater elevational accuracy at 
one half contour interval as opposed to 15 meter RMS error with level 1 DEMs (USGS, 
1993). Aerial photographs at a scale of 1:62,500 for the entire study area were obtained 
from the Department o f Geography at the University o f Montana. Avalanche tracks and 
runout zones are clearly identifiable in the photography (Fig. 6). Hardcopy orthophoto­
quads based on 1991 and 1978 aerial photography were purchased from the U.S.G.S. in 
Lakewood, Colorado. Digital Orthophoto Quads (DOQs) were not available for any por­
tion of the study area.
The Landsat data were originally projected in an Albers Equal Area projection and 
then reprojected to the UTM zone 11 coordinate system using a third-order bilinear inter­
polation in Erdas Imagine. This method was chosen because it yielded less error than the 
nearest neighbor or cubic convolution methods. Root Mean Square (RMS) errors for both 
X and Y coordinates were below 0.05 pixels. The DEM data were already projected in 
UTM zone 11. With the TM and DEM properly georeferenced, the most useful of the 
seven TM bands could be selected.
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Figure 5. Landsat TM scene p41r28 acquired July 20,1990. Band 4,3,2 RGB False Color 
Composite. Study area bordered in black.
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Figure 6. Avalanche tracks and runout zones viewed in a portion of a 1:62,500 scale aerial 
photograph of the upper Fred Burr Creek drainage. Arrows indicate some of the 
avalanche chutes in the area.
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Band Selection
The high spectral resolution of TM often provides more data than are needed, and 
some redundancy is usually present. Six bands of TM data were input to a principal com­
ponents analysis (PCA) to determine which of the bands would be most useful. Band 6 
was not used due to the surface’s low emittence allowing only 120 meter spatial resolu­
tion. In principal components analysis the axes by which the TM data are projected are 
shifted to reduce the correlation between bands. The result o f the transformation is a series 
of components, the first of which describes the majority of the variance of the data used. 
Often, the first three components will account for over 95% of the total variance (Jensen, 
1996, 180). Such was the case with the TM data used here with the first three components 
accounting for over ninety-eight percent of the total variability (Table 1). Factor loadings 
(Table 2) show that TM bands 3, 4, and 5 were best correlated with the first three compo­
nents; these three bands were use to develop spectral response patterns in the training area.
Table 1. Principal Components Analysis Eigenvectors
COMF1 COMP2 COMP3 COMP4 COMP5 COMP6
% var. 77.24 13.85 7.20 134 0.30 0.06
eigenval. 3644.17 653.61 339.77 63.24 14.21 2.77
eigvec.l 0.3928 -0.4575 -0.1415 -0.7315 -0.0302 -0.2835
eigvec.2 0.3249 -0.3151 -0.0193 0.0315 -0.0181 0.8904
eigvec.3 0.5308 -0.3470 -0.1015 0.6627 -0.1690 -0.3459
eigvec.4 0.1651 -0.1081 0.9317 -0.0083 0.2961 -0.0721
eigvec.5 0.4431 0.5863 0.1916 -0.1566 -0.6299 0.0433
eigvec.6 0.4845 0.4636 -0.2539 -0.0082 0.6910 -0.0034
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Table 2. Principal Components Analysis Factor Loadings
COMF1 COMF2 COMF3 COMF4 COMF5 COMF6
band_l 0.8734 -0.4308 -0.0961 -0.2143 -0.0042 -0.0174
band_2 0.9228 -0.3800 -0.0167 0.0118 -0.0032 0.0697
band_3 0.9505 -0.2631 -0.0555 0.1563 -0.0189 -0.0171
band_4 0.4972 -0.1379 0.8570 -0.0032 0.0557 -0.0060
band_5 0.8632 0.4838 0.1140 -0.0402 -0.0766 0.0023
band_7 0.9114 0.3693 -0.1458 -0.0020 0.0819 -0.0002
Training Site Data
The Gash Point, M ontana U.S.G.S. 7.5 minute quadrangle was chosen as a training 
area because of the presence of a large number o f avalanches. In addition, avalanche 
chutes for all slope aspects were present for creation of spectral and morphometric 
response functions. Access to the training area was difficult but, once reached, many ava­
lanche chutes were mapped in a relatively short period of time.
During the proposal stage of this project it was thought that the three elements of 
avalanche chutes (starting zones, tracks, and runout zones) could be classified from the 
TM and DEM signatures. However, during initial investigation, it became obvious that the 
starting zones were too heterogeneous, both spectrally and morphometrically, to be classi­
fied. Spectrally, the starting zone signatures commonly reflected the dominance of 
exposed bedrock in the upper reaches and bright vegetation in the lower (Fig.7). It was 
hoped that a watershed delineation function within a GIS would map starting zones. How­
ever, these functions consider only topography but not prevailing wind patterns and snow 
deposition zones. Consequently, they would map all areas tributary to the tracks as source
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areas when, in reality, the source areas typically involve only leeward slopes in the 
mapped watershed.
Figure 7. Typical avalanche starting zone in the Bitterroot Mountains. Arrows show areas 
where the starting zone changes to light vegetative cover from the exposed bedrock 
in the upper reaches; the area is highly complex with another starting zone out of 
view to the right o f the photograph.
For reasons listed previously, avalanche tracks and runout zones are the only fea­
tures o f an avalanche chute that could be identified. These features are a result of ava­
lanches carrying debris as opposed to clean avalanches that commonly occur above tree- 
line. Although small portions of the starting zone may be included, the term avalanche 
chute will be used to describe the track and runout zone as a composite feature.
Using TM bands 3 ,4 , and 5, an unsupervised classification was performed using 
the ISOCLUST module in Idrisi. This module allows the user a choice of the number of 
clusters to produce. Since avalanche chutes are a small portion of the total surface, they
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are often confused with other cover types when a small number of clusters are specified. 
For this reason, all clusters that could be created were retained then grouped together 
according to land cover type determined from the orthophotoquads, aerial photographs, 
and field data. O f the 45 clusters retained, avalanche chutes were present in four, while 
forested lands and exposed rock were in 23 and 18 clusters respectively because of their 
greater variability. Water occurred in only one cluster. From the clustering it became 
apparent that four land cover types could be used in a supervised classification; avalanche 
chute, forest, exposed rock, and water. Although only avalanche chutes were sought, other 
land cover types were needed to account for the variability in the TM data.
Orthophotoquads were used in the field to verify locations of known chutes in the 
study area. From the orthophotoquads, the four land cover types were digitized and 
imported into Idrisi GIS version 2. These training data were further refined to improve the 
development of spectral response functions. In particular, border zones between chutes 
and surrounding forest were eliminated as were areas in starting zones that were transi­
tional between chutes and bare rock. The purpose of the refinement was to make the train­
ing data more homogeneous. Heterogeneous training data increase the variability in each 
band of data for each training class. Therefore, there is greater chance of overlap or confu­
sion between classes. These “grey areas” were probably a result of the spatial resolution of 
TM at 30m and could be either chute, rock, or forest. These were removed from the train­
ing data because they were heterogeneous in nature and would have made extraction of 
response functions difficult.
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The training data were entered into a supervised classification using the minimum 
distance to means decision rule (Jensen, 1996). A series of accuracy assessments were per­
formed on the classified images versus the training data. This was not intended to be a 
measure of overall classification accuracy but rather a measure of the training data’s abil­
ity to classify the TM data. By performing an accuracy assessment with the data used to 
develop the response functions, the results tell how well the training data represents the 
surface features. The training data were refined by eliminating heterogenous pixels until 
ninety percent overall accuracy was reached. The final results are listed in table 3. Once 
the training data have been refined to an acceptable level o f accuracy, they can be used to 
map areas with similar response functions
Table 3. Error Matrix between Training Data and Classified Image
TRAINING DATA
I
00s
Avtrack Water Bedrock Forest Total Error Of Commission
Avtrack 615 0 68 0 683 0.0996
Water 13 428 0 45 486 0.1193
Bedrock 37 0 625 0 662 0.0559
Forest 36 0 6 1404 1446 0.0290
Total 701 428 699 1449 3277
Error Of 
Omission
0.1227 0.0000 0.1059 0.0311 0.0626
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Image pre-processing
Prior to classifying the entire study area, several methods were used to limit the 
effects of terrain shadows in the TM imagery. W hile the goal o f the training stage was to 
select homogeneous training data for each land cover type, each surface feature is not 
spectrally homogeneous. Avalanche chutes occur in areas of different illumination. This 
accounts for some of the heterogeneity in the TM data. For example, several chutes facing 
northwest were classified as forest in the training area. This most likely resulted from ter­
rain shadows which decreased the contrast between forested land and avalanche chutes. In 
some areas northwest-facing ridgelines were so dark that they were actually classified as 
water. W hile this assignment may have easily been corrected by noting slope angle, it 
shows the extreme effect that shadows have in the rugged terrain of the Bitterroot Moun­
tains.
Following Colby (1991) two approaches were used to limit the terrain effects. The 
first approach used ratio transformations (Holben and Justice, 1987; Jensen, 1996). The 
other normalized the Digital Numbers (DNs) by the terrain itself. Following Colby (1991) 
this approach was incorporated into Erdas Imagine. These approaches are described 
below.
Band Ratio Transformations
Ratio transformations involve the division of one band of data by another band of 
data but may also include the division of several bands. In doing so the resulting pixel val­
ues are no longer related to reflectance in a specific wavelength but rather a ratio that is 
assumed homogeneous over varying illumination. For example, a pixel within an ava­
lanche chute on a south-facing slope had a band 4 Digital Number (DN) of 123; on a
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north-facing slope a DN of 75 was recorded. In band 3 the same two pixels had DNs of 
104 and 62 respectively. The difference between band 4 DNs of 123 and 75 are clearly vis­
ible but in a band 4:3 ratio the new values were 1.64 on the south-facing slope and 1.68 on 
the north-facing. A good explanation of the effectiveness of band ratios can be found in 
Lillesand & Kiefer (1994, 567).
Two band ratios were computed, a Band 4:3 commonly referred to as the simple 
ratio and the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). For TM data, NDVI is 
computed as:
jsj£)VI = ^ ~ Band 3
Band 4  + Band 3
and has the added advantage of separating green vegetation from its background soil 
brightness. Larger ratios indicate greater vegetative health (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994,
506). While NDVI was originally used solely as a measure of vegetation, it is used as a ter­
rain correction method because it is a ratio that limits the effects of terrain.
Slope-aspect correction
Normalizing the DNs by terrain is significantly more involved but preserves the 
underlying signatures of surface features (Don Cline, 1997, Institute of Arctic and Alpine 
research, written communication). Several methods have been used to limit the effects of 
terrain shadows: the cosine correction, the M innaert correction, the statistical-empirical 
correction, and the C correction (Jensen, 1996, 123). The cosine correction was used to 
normalize the TM data for the study area. This method was chosen because of its relative 
simplicity. However, it relies on several assumptions. These assumptions according to 
Jensen (1996, 123) include Lambertian reflectance, a constant distance between earth and
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sun, and a constant amount of solar energy illuminating the surface. Given the size of the 
study area the Lambertian assumption was probably the most important.
A perfect Lambertian surface is one that diffuses incoming radiation equally in all 
directions (Fig. 8). By making the Lambertian assumption, this type of reflection is 
expected. A specular surface (like a mirror) reflects radiation at the same angle as the 
angle of incidence. In high latitude areas like the Bitterroot Range vegetation tends toward 
specular reflection not Lambertian (Verbyla, 1995,45). W hile the Lambertian assumption 
may be violated, the cosine correction appears to have limited the effect of shadows in the 
three TM bands used (fig. 10). This can be seen in the image where avalanche chutes on 
northwest-facing slopes under shadow have similar DN values to those on southeast-fac­
ing chutes under more direct radiation. The terrain appears as a flat surface with the only 
variability being that of the reflectance of surface features.
Lambertian surface
Angle of 
Incidence
Angle of 
Reflectance
Specular Surface
Figure 8. Diagram of Lambertian and Specular reflecting surfaces (Adapted from Verbyla, 
1995,45).
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The cosine correction method requires calculation of solar incidence angle at the 
time of satellite overpass and then normalizing the DNs by the incidence angle. The cosine 
correction was performed as:
cosGrt 
L h  -  L j  r
COSf
where L// = the slop-aspect corrected data, = raw TM data, Gq = solar zenith angle, and 
i = solar incidence angle in relation to normal (Fig. 8). Following Colby (1991), cos i was 
calculated:
cos i = cos Ĝ  cos G„ + sin Ĝ  sin G„ cos ( <|> ̂  -  <|)„ )
where G„ = slope of the terrain surface, Ĝ  = solar zenith angle, <|>j = solar azimuth angle, (|)„ 
= surface aspect (Fig.9).
Sensor
Normal
Figure 9. Diagram of solar incidence angle, i, and the solar zenith angle, Gq. Adapted from 
Teillet, et al. (1982, 92).
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Jensen (1996, 123) listed several disadvantages to the cosine method including a 
failure to account for the diffuse light component and the interference of reflected light 
from surrounding mountainsides. In addition the cosine correction is not applied to areas 
where cos i is negative or zero (Teillet, et al., 1982,92). Colby (1991, 532) discounted the 
diffuse light component citing several studies that found it negligible in high elevation 
alpine environments.
There are several caveats about incorporating DEM data with satellite images. It 
becomes crucial that the imagery and DEM are accurately georeferenced. In addition, 
DEM quality influences the imagery; poor quality in a DEM (e.g. striping) will become 
visible in the terrain corrected imagery as will errors in mosaiking several DEMs into one 
image. In areas where level two DEMs are not available, smaller scale ( 1:250,000) may 
have to be used.
All three terrain correction methods show distinct differences in appearance (Fig. 
10). The band 4:3 ratio (Fig. 10b) appears to have limited the effects of shadows for rea­
sons previously noted. Some of the avalanche chutes on northwest-facing slopes were par­
tially visible in the raw TM image but did not appear brighter than the surrounding forest 
in the simple ratio image. The simple ratio is an indicator of vegetation and may be inef­
fective on chutes that are very narrow, lightly vegetated, or intermixed with exposed rock. 
The slope-aspect corrected image (Fig. lOd) seemed to flatten the effects of topography 
while preserving the underlying distribution or spectral response pattern (Fig. 11). This 
figure shows the relatively normal distribution of the raw TM band 4 data and the terrain- 
corrected TM data. The band ratios, however, have skewed distributions from the incorpo­
ration of band 3.
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Figure 10. Terrain correction examples: a) raw TM band 4, b) TM band 4:3 ratio transfor­
mation, c) NDVI, d) slope-aspect corrected TM band 4.
Avalanche chutes in shadow appear to have brightened significantly with slope- 
aspect correction. Some overcorrection appears in areas of extreme slope. Weakly illumi­
nated areas on northwest-facing slopes are disproportionately brightened. W here cos i val­
ues are smallest, the greatest overcorrection occurs (Jensen, 1996, 123). This may 
contribute to confusion between avalanche chute and exposed bedrock. W hile some confu­
sion may exist, the slope-aspect corrected imagery appears to have largely removed the
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effect o f topography, a removal that allows for more accurate identification of avalanche 
chutes. Most areas with low cos i values occupied higher elevations than most avalanche 
chutes. These areas, susceptible to false classification as avalanche chutes, were removed 
from consideration by masking out the higher elevation areas having low cos i values.
Once the TM data have been corrected for slope-aspect effects, additional data can 
be added to the classification. DEM data can be added to create a more representative sig­
nature for avalanche chutes. This relies on the assumption that avalanche chutes are unique 
geomorphic features separable from other ground cover types on the basis o f their mor­
phology.
Digital Elevation Model Analvsis
A DEM of the study area was used to create images representing several morpho­
metric variables. Slope and aspect images were created using the terrain model within 
Idrisi. Local relief was created using an Idrisi module “winstat.exe” developed by John 
Donahue of the Geography Department at the University of Montana. This module passes 
a window of specified size over a DEM and returns a value representing a chosen statistic. 
For this purpose a 3 X 3 window was used and the statistic range (max - min) was output. 
Another module, “silhouet.exe” , was used to create a boolean image representing linear 
depressions. From this image the Distance module was used to compute the Euclidean dis­
tance to a depression. Each pixel in this image related distance (meters) to a linear depres­
sion. Terrain roughness was derived from another module rough.exe. Documentation of 
the modules used can be found in appendix A. All morphometric images were linearly 
stretched to unsigned eight bit values(0-255) for input to classification routines.
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Figure 11. Histograms of a) TM band 4, b) TM band 4:3 ratio transformation, c) NDVI, d) slope-aspect corrected TM band 4 showing 
the preserved distribution in the slope-aspect corrected data.
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Slope curvature was calculated using the Arc/Info Grid module Curvature. This 
module compares the original elevation values to those resulting from a mean convolution 
filter passed over the DEM. In this image, negative values equate with concave slopes, 
zero with planar slopes, and positive with convex slopes. In the training area heavily dis­
sected terrain generally had values near -4 while most avalanche chutes were in areas of 
curvature ranging from -1.5 to 0.5.
With several morphometric images having been created, spectral and morphomet­
ric response functions can be developed. The TM data from the training area can be used 
in conjunction with the DEM generated data to identify areas that are unique to avalanche 
chutes. This allows the mapping of avalanche chutes over a region much larger than the 
training area.
Supervised Classifications
The TM and DEM training data were used to develop response functions for the 
four land cover types; avalanche chute, forest, bedrock, and water. Response functions 
were extracted from the raw TM bands 3 ,4 , and 5; band 4:3 ratio; NDVI; slope-aspect cor­
rected bands 3 ,4 , and 5; slope; slope curvature; local relief; and distance to linear depres­
sion. A summary of the images is given in table 4.
The four response functions were entered into a supervised classification of the 
entire study area using the minimum distance to means decision rule in Idrisi. This func­
tion calculates the mean reflectance in each band o f data for each cover type; each pixel in 
the image is then assigned the class to whose mean it is closest. Several decision rules 
such as parallelepiped, maximum likelihood, and fuzzy logic could have been chosen 
(Jensen, 1996); the minimum distance approach was chosen because of its simplicity and
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computational efficiency.
A summary of the TM and DEM data input to classification is presented in table 4. 
Image names represent the data used with the first character representing the type of clas­
sification used (u=unsupervised, s=supervised). The following numbers represent the TM 
bands used with an “n” indicating slope-aspect corrected data. A series of letters represent 
the metrics used (slope=s, elevation=e, curvature=c, roughness=r, relief=re. For example, 
an unsupervised classification using terrain normalized bands 3,4,5, and 7 would be 
named u3457n; the addition of curvature would add a “c” to the end.
The images that were created can then be compared to a ground truth image to 
determine the accuracy of the mapping. This step is critical in determining the overall 
accuracy as well as the methods that are most accurate.
Post-Classification Filtering
The thematic images created from the supervised classifications all exhibited some 
errors associated with lone pixels. This “salt and pepper” effect is common to most image 
classifications (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994, 609). The effects o f this noise on the identifica­
tion of avalanche chutes includes non-continuous avalanche chutes as well as small clus­
ters of pixels classified as chutes.
Each image created was smoothed by means of a majority filter which passes a 
three by three convolution filter over the image returning the most frequently occurring 
value in the window. The Mode filter in Idrisi was used for this filtering. The final result of 
the post-classification filtering is the removal o f lone pixels and more continuity to the 
avalanche chutes.
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Table 4. Summary of Images and the TM and DEM Data used in the Classification.
Image Data used for signature extraction
u 123457 unsupervised w/ bands 1 ,2 ,3 ,  4, 5, 7
u345 unsupervised w/ bands 3 , 4 , 5
u3435 unsupervised w/ bands 3 ,4 :3 , 5
u3ndvi5 unsupervised w/ bands 3, NDVI, 5
uTN345 unsupervised w/ slope-aspect corrected bands 3, 4, 5
s345 supervised w/ bands 3 , 4 , 5
s3435 supervised w/ band 3, band 4:3, band 5
s3ndvi5 supervised w/ band 3, NDVI, band 5
s345n supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected bands 3n, 4n, 5n
s345nN supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected band 3 , 4 , 5 ,  NDVI
s345ne supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected band 3, 4, 5, elevation
s345ns supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected band 3 ,4 ,5 ,  slope
s345nrel supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected band 3 ,4 ,5 ,  local relief
s345nr supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected band 3 ,4 ,5 ,  roughness
s345nd supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected band 3 ,4 ,5 ,  distance
s345nc supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected band 3 , 4 , 5 ,  curvature
s345nrdN supervised w/ band 3, 4, 5, roughness, distance, NDVI
s345nrdcN supervised w/ slope-aspect corrected band 3 , 4 , 5 ,  roughness, distance,
curvature, NDVI
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Ground Truth
A stratified random sample of fifteen 1 km^ quadrats were digitized from the 
orthophotoquads and used as ground truth. All selected quadrats were visited on the 
ground or viewed from a distance with the aid of binoculars. The orthophotoquads were 
used because they were referenced in UTM coordinates and offer greater locational accu­
racy than the original aerial photographs. Some of the orthophotoquads created from the 
1978 aerial photographs were of poor quality; in particular, they had low contrast and 
appeared over-exposed. Fortunately most of the study area was covered by the 1991 pho­
tographs. W here possible, the 1978 orthophotoquads were supplemented with original 
aerial photographs but, in some cases, the image quality was poor enough that the quadrat 
was removed from ground truth. In some cases quadrats were not visited on the ground. 
One o f these was in the south-central region of Blodgett Canyon and two were in the upper 
reaches of Sawtooth creek. Upon arriving at Canyon lake, an early season storm devel­
oped; the following morning saw several inches o f new snowfall and whiteout conditions 
which eliminated any chance of direct viewing. Fortunately, the orthophotoquads covering 
two of the quadrats were of good enough quality to identify the avalanche chutes.
A total of 15 quadrats were digitized; values of one were assigned to pixels in ava­
lanche chutes and two was assigned to pixels o f other cover types. Error may have existed 
in the digitizing; given the scale o f the orthophotoquads, it was often difficult to define the 
true border between what was an avalanche chute and what was not.Where possible, the 
borders between chute and forest were defined, but in some difficult cases the border areas 
were not digitized. In these cases, only a line vector was digitized for each chute. In some 
areas, a hand held GPS unit was used to identify the location of chutes and other cover
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types. The GPS data, although not of survey quality, supplemented the digitized data. 
UTM coordinates were recorded for all chutes that were visited directly. These data were 
added to those that were digitized.
Avalanche chutes cover far less area then the other cover types combined. In order 
to obtain a relatively equal sample size for the two land cover types, avalanche and non­
avalanche, two sampling densities were used. From the digitized quadrats a random sam­
ple of points at varying densities were extracted. A sample of 20,000 points was used to 
sample avalanche chute ground truth and 500 points for non-avalanche ground truth. The 
resulting ground truth image consisted of 218 avalanche chute pixels and 211 non-ava­
lanche.
RESULTS
Classification Accuracy Assessment
Each classified image was compared to the ground truth image through an error 
matrix reporting errors of omission and commission as well as a Kappa or K^at index of 
agreement. K^at measures the degree to which a classified image is better than a random 
classification of pixel values {Le.y a null hypothesis of Khat=0) (Jensen, 1996). For exam­
ple, a value of 0.90 shows that a classification was 90 percent more accurate that randomly 
assigning pixels in the image to specific land cover types (Lillesand & Kiefer, 1994) All 
classified images were exported to SPSS to determine the K^^t statistic as well as the stan­
dard error of K^^t for significance testing. The results of the accuracy assessments are 
shown in table 5. This table presents the omission and commission errors followed by the 
K^at statistic and the Standard Error of K^^t
Significance Tests
Using the standard error o f Kj^ t̂ as a measure of spread, pairwise comparisons 
were made between several classification methods (tables 6 and 7). A Z-statistic describes 
the significance (or lack thereof) between the methods (Congalton, 1991).
Terrain-correction methods
All three methods of terrain correction were a significant improvement in the unsu­
pervised classifications (table 6) but the band 4:3 ratio transformation was not significant 
in the supervised classification (table 7). Comparison between methods shows that the 
slope-aspect correction method was a significant improvement over the band 4:3 ratio at 
95% but was significant only at 90% when compared with the use of NDVI (table 7).
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Nonetheless, the slope-aspect approach seems sufficiently better than the others. The 
slope-aspect corrected data were used for all subsequent analyses.
Table 5. Accuracy Assessment Results for the Classified Images.
Classified
Image
Omission
Error*
Commission
Error* ^hat SE Khat
u345 0.124 0.320 0.494 0.035
U3435 0.137 0.187 0.674 0.036
u3ndvi5 0.158 0.154 0.687 0.035
u345n 0.083 0.138 0.776 0.030
s i 2234567 0.113 0.167 0.687 0.035
s345 0.262 0.090 0.660 0.036
S3435 0.170 0.113 0.721 0.033
s3ndvi5 0.083 0.156 0.743 0.030
s345n 0.069 0.117 0.804 0.026
s345ndvi 0.064 0.105 0.823 0.027
s345ne 0.051 0.159 0.809 0.028
s345ns 0.115 0.135 0.804 0.031
s345nr 0.069 0.117 0.818 0.028
s345nrgh 0.073 0.094 0.827 0.027
s345nd 0.069 0.114 0.809 0.027
s345nc 0.066 0.056 0.878 0.023
* Errors of omission and commission reported for avalanche chutes only.
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Table 6. Pairwise Comparisons of Unsupervised Classification Images, Z Statistics.
u345 u3435 u3ndvi5 u345n
u345 0.00 -3.59** -3.94** -6.12**
u3435 3.59** 0.00 -0.26 -2.17**
u3ndvi5 3.94** 0.26 0.00 -1.90**
u345n 6.12** 2.17** 1.90** 0.00
* significant at 90% confidence (one-sided).
** significant at 95% confidence (one-sided).
Table 7. Pairwise Comparisons of Supervised Classification Images, Z Statistics.
s345 S3435 s3ndvi5 s345n
s345 0.00 -1.25 -1.86** -3.24**
s3435 1.25 0.00 -0.51 -1.98**
s3ndvi5 1.86** 0.51 0.00 -1.54*
s345n 3.24** 1.98** 1.54* 0.00
* significant at 90% confidence (one-sided).
** significant at 95% confidence (one-sided).
Morphometric data as pseudo-bands
When compared to the slope-aspect corrected method alone, the addition of mor­
phometric data showed slight improvements. However, with the exception of slope curva­
ture, improvements were statistically significant (table 8). Slope curvature values for 
avalanche chutes within the training area ranged from -1.5 to 0.5; heavily dissected terrain 
had values commonly below -0.2. The threshold value of -0.2 was used to mask out areas 
of greater dissection that could have been falsely classified as avalanche chute. This is not 
to say that avalanches have not occurred or could not occur in these areas, but rather that
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these areas have not been geomorphologically dominated by avalanche activity.
The morphometries proved ineffective, in part, because of the rugged topography 
of the area. The study area is entirely mountainous. In areas of more diverse terrain, the 
slope and roughness data may prove more useful. For example, mountainous areas inter­
mixed with wide valley floors used for agriculture may benefit from the use of these met­
rics. Agricultural land cover has a very similar spectral signature to that of avalanche 
chutes. The slope and roughness data would probably help differentiate between the two 
cover types providing significant improvement to the classification of avalanche chutes.
Table 8. Pairwise Comparisons of Images using Morphometric Data, Z Statistics.
s345n s345ne s345ns s345nr s345nrgh s345nd s345nc
s345n 0.00 -0.13 0.00 -0.36 -0.62 -0.13 -2.14**
s345ne 0.13 0.00 -0.12 -0.23 -0.47 0.00 -1.91**
s345ns 0.00 0.12 0.00 -0.33 -0.56 -0.12 -1.91**
s345nr 0.36 0.23 0.33 0.00 -0.36 -0.23 -1.66**
s345nrgh 0.62 0.47 0.56 0.36 0.00 -0.48 -1.41*
s345nd 0.13 0.00 0.12 0.23 0.40 0.00 -1.91**
s345nsc*** 2.14** 1.91** 1.91** 1.66** 1.41* 1.91** 0.00
* significant at 90% confidence (one-sided).
** significant at 95% confidence (one-sided).
*** slope and slope curvature used as mask images, all areas of slope > 45° and curvature 
< -0.2 were masked.
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The results of the accuracy assessment show that the slope-aspect corrected TM 
bands 3 , 4 , 5 ,  slope, and slope curvature provide the best classification accuracy. It is this 
method that was used to identify avalanche chutes for subsequent morphometric analysis.
EXPLORATORY DATA ANALYSIS
Sampling
The final classified image was created using slope-aspect corrected bands 3,4,  and 
5 as well as NDVI, slope, and slope curvature. Two random samples of avalanche chutes 
were taken from this image, 1) a sample of pixels classified as avalanche chutes, and 2) a 
sample of individual chutes. The first sample was useful in describing parameters like 
slope, local relief, and slope curvature. For this sample 30,000 point locations were 
selected using the Sample module in Idrisi. The points were converted to a raster image 
and multiplied by the boolean avalanche chute image. A total of 602 pixels representing 
avalanche chutes were obtained. Other parameters like area, length, and total relief 
required individual chutes. Ten individual chutes in each of the eight aspect classes were 
sampled using the SAMPLE module in Idrisi. Eighty points were generated and the near­
est chute to each point was used. Once ten chutes were sampled within one aspect class the 
next nearest chute was used until all eight aspect classes were filled. The total area of each 
chute was calculated in Idrisi. A vector file of the sampled chutes was exported to Arcview 
3.0 for length calculations. Average width was calculated as:
Width = Area /  Length 
Other variables including length to width ratio and total relief were calculated for each 
individual chute. All data were exported to SPSS for subsequent analysis. Data for individ­
ual chutes are given in appendix B.
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Avalanche Chute Aspect Distribution
The aspect distribution of all avalanche chutes shows a preference for south and 
southeast-facing slopes when compared to the study area distribution (Fig. 12 and Fig. 2). 
As shown previously, the aspect distribution of the entire study area is concentrated on 
north and south-facing slopes (Fig. 2). There is however, a slight peak reflecting west and 
northwestern aspects. Most o f these areas were situated in the south fork drainage of Big 
Creek and directly to the southeast of Big Lake (Fig 13). This is one of few areas where 
slopes face north and northwest. Avalanches here were probably a result of windward dep­
osition and compaction of snow released as wet slabs in late winter and early spring.
Avalanche  Chute  A spec t  D is t r ibu t ions  (% A from StudyArea)
North
348
336 24
324 36
312 48
300 60
288 72
276 84
W est East
264 96
252 108
240 120
228 132
216 144
204 156
192 168
180
South
Figure 12. Avalanche chute distribution by aspect. Aspect values were normalized by the 
study area aspect distribution. Positive values indicate greater frequency than the 
study area and negative values less than.
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Kilometers
Figure 13. Gash Point, M ontana quadrangle showing several northwest-facing avalanche 
chutes.
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Avalanche Chute Physiology 
ANOVA Results
An ANOVA was used to find any significant differences in the means for several 
metrics grouped by aspect class. A significant difference in one or more of the groups 
would be based on greater variation between groups than within groups. The ANOVA 
yields an F statistic which is compared to a critical F which varies depending on the sam­
ple size (degrees of freedom). A P value represents the probability that a significant differ­
ence was determined when there is no significant difference (type 1 error).
A one-way ANOVA performed on the samples found significant differences in 
mean slope (P=0.0001) and local relief (P<0.0001) as a function of slope aspect (Table 9). 
No significant differences occurred with respect to slope curvature because of the high 
variability of curvature within each aspect class. From individual chutes, significant differ­
ences are present between aspect classes for total area (P=0.005), length (P<0.0005), and 
total relief (P=0.014). No significant differences are associated with average width and 
lenths/width ratio. This is due, in part, to the high variability of width with mean and stan­
dard deviation of 114.8 and 42.3 respectively. This high variability was incorporated into 
the length to width ratio.
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Table 9. One-Way ANOVA Results Grouped by Aspect
Variable Source D.F. S.S M.S F prob.
Slope (deg.)* Between Groups 7 1403.64 200.52 4.48 .0000
Within Groups 594 26582.58 44.75
Total 601 27986.22
Local Relief (m)* Between Groups 7 7087.80 1012.54 9.38 .0000
Within Groups 594 64098.60 107.91
Total 601 71186.40
Slope Curvature* Between Groups 7 1687.33 241.04 .291 .9572
Within Groups 594 490893.69 826.42
Total 601 492581.03
Area (ha)** Between Groups 7 347.3402 49.62 3.83 .0014
Within Groups 72 933.59 12.96
Total 79 1280.93
Length (m)** Between Groups 7 1391984.69 198854.95 5.78 .0000
Within Groups 72 2475190.31 34377.64
Total 79 3867174.99
Width (m)** Between Groups 7 380305.83 54329.40 .9373 .4835
Within Groups 72 4173359.78 57963.33
Total 79 4553665.61
L:W Ratio** Between Groups 7 111.648 15.95 1.73 .1137
Within Groups 72 660.798 9.18
Total 79 772.44
Total Relief** Between Groups 7 231301.80 33043.11 3.33 .0040
Within Groups 72 714130.00 9918.47
Total 79 945431.80
* Indicates random sample of pixels classified as avalanche chutes.
** Indicates random sample of individual avalanche chutes.
Multiple Comparisons
Although significant difference occurs between aspect groups for mean slope, 
local and total relief, area, and length, the ANOVA shows only that there are differences 
between one or more of the groups. To determine which groups were significantly differ­
ent, a series of multiple comparisons were made using the Tukey’s b statistic in SPSS. The 
test gives a critical value for the difference between means. If the difference between the 
group means is greater than this value, they are significantly different.
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Avalanche chute slope and local relief values are well correlated (r = 0.82), and the 
result of the multiple comparisons are similar, in part, because of the high correlation. 
Tukey’s b indicates that mean slope values are significantly higher on north (30.7°) and 
northeast (30.9°) than on south-facing (27.0°) slopes, but they do not significantly differ 
from other aspects. Higher slope angles on north and northeast chutes may be a function of 
the underlying slopes. However, there is no significant difference in degree slope between 
north and south-facing slope with mean values of 26.94° and 26.85° respectively 
(P=0.6886). Mean local relief on northeast-facing chutes (43.7m) is significantly different 
from other aspect classes. The next largest local relief occurs on north-facing chutes 
(36.6m).
From the individual chutes sampled, mean areas and lengths were found to be 
higher on south-facing chutes than all others except southeast-facing. Mean area for south- 
facing chutes was 12.3 hectares with the next highest value being 9.6 on southeast-facing 
chutes. Mean length for south-facing chutes was 910 meters with northeast being 790 
meters. O f all aspects, south-facing chutes were largest, and, in particular, longest of all 
the classes. Chute length may be influenced the distance from the ridge at the upper edge 
of the slope and the valley floor below. Longer slopes may allow for avalanche debris to 
travel greater distances before deposition occurs. Slope length, however, does not differ 
significantly between north and south-facing slopes (P=0.312) in the study area.
Long runout zones create avalanche chutes that extend into areas of lower slope. 
This creates a more concave longitudinal profile. An analysis of this profile may provide 
additional evidence for different morphology on south-facing slopes.
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Avalanche Chute Profile Curvature
From the top of each sampled avalanche chute, a profile was generated in Idrisi and 
exported to SPSS for analysis. Each value in the profile represents an elevation at a dis­
tance from the source area. From each profile a variable, Curvature, was created which 
represents the profile curvature o f an avalanche chute. The variable was created by divid­
ing the median value of the elevations along the profile e by the median value of an ideal 
planar slope, p , (Fig 14.). The values p  and e were calculated:
p  = min. elevation + (max. elevation - min. elevation) / 2 
e = median of all elevations along the profile.
The profile curvature compares the chute profile to the ideal planar profile from the source
to the terminus of each chute.
p
e
Figure 14. Planar slope vs. non-planar slope. Values p  and e used in calculation of profile 
curvature.
The profile curvature calculated is not intended to describe small reaches of an 
avalanche chute, but rather the entire feature. Chutes that have a majority of area above the 
planar profile (values above 1) are considered convex while those with smaller (values 
below 1) are concave (Fig. 15).
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Values for profile curvature show that most avalanche chutes have concave pro­
files. Only a few chutes exist on convex slopes. Descriptive statistics for the profile curva­
ture are shown in table 10. The curvature values are tightly distributed about the mean of 
0.99.
Table 10. Descriptive Statistics for Avalanche Chute Profile Curvature.
Variable Mean Std Dev Variance Min Max N Label
Curvature .99 .01 .00 .96 1.01 80
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Figure 15. Examples of a) concave longitudinal profile (curvature = 0.955), and b) convex 
profile (curvature = 1.008).
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Figure 12 shows the difference between concave profiles and convex. While a vari­
ety of values exist for avalanche chutes in the study area, they do not differ significantly 
between aspect classes (Table 11). The longer south-facing chutes appear not to influence 
profile curvature significantly. It may be inferred that avalanche chutes, in general, have a 
concave longitudinal profile that does not vary between aspect classes. The avalanche 
chute profile curvatures are also quite homogeneous. This is probably a result of avalanche 
activity over a period of hundreds, even thousands of years. Concave profiles are probably 
the equilibrium form for avalanche chutes that have evolved over time.
Table 11. One-Way ANOVA for Profile Curvature by Aspect.
Variable Source D.F. S.S M.S F prob.
Curvature Between Groups 7 0.0009 0.0001 1.76 .1090
Within Groups 72 0.0054 0.0001
Total 79 0.0063
DISCUSSION
List of Assumptions
In addition to the Lambertian assumption, avalanche chute identification in the Bit­
terroot range relies on several others. These assumptions are:
1) The study area was small enough to assume that atmospheric conditions were
homogeneous at the time of satellite overpass. Therefore the atmosphere was 
assumed invisible to the sensors recording the DNs
2) The vegetation within avalanche chutes was assumed to be present only within
the chutes. Therefore, mapping the vegetation within the chutes indirectly 
maps the chutes themselves
3) The mapped chutes were extant at the time of satellite overpass. Only those
chutes that have been subject to recent avalanches were identified.
4) All data entered into classification routines is characterized by a normal distribu­
tion.
Based on these assumptions, good quality satellite data whether TM or other is 
needed. Avalanche chutes under cloud cover, shadow, or haze will probably not be identi­
fied. In addition, only those chutes having successional vegetation within them can be 
identified. Those chutes that have “healed” by lessened avalanche activity allowing mature 
forest to invade probably will not be identified. Any healed avalanche chutes are perhaps 
better classified as a ground cover type other than avalanche chute.
Terrain Correction
Assuming the above data quality requirements are met, the effects of topography 
may need consideration. The methods used to limit terrain effects provide significant 
improvement in the identification of avalanche chutes in the central Bitterroot Range. The 
cosine correction appears to be better than the two band ratios, band 4:3 and NDVI. This is
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due mainly to the preserved distribution of DNs for each band of data. Because each band 
was corrected for only the effects of solar irradiance, the response patterns of ground fea­
tures were preserved. However, the extent of improvement depends on the overall terrain 
of a study area. Without the presence of avalanche chutes on northwest and southeast fac­
ing slopes, the raw TM data would probably have sufficed without a need for terrain nor­
malization. Areas under terrain shadow may benefit from the use of terrain correction 
whether it be as simple as the use of band ratios or more complex like the cosine correc­
tion.
Latitude affects the effectiveness of the terrain corrections. In high latitude moun­
tainous areas of Alaska and Canada, for instance, the methods would probably be more 
effective than in the present study area. The more southerly mountains of southwestern 
Colorado and northern New Mexico would probably benefit little. Latitude and terrain ori­
entation are, therefore, the main factors in determining whether terrain correction methods 
need be employed.
Avalanche Chute Aspect Distribution
The distribution of avalanche chute aspects shows a northwest and south-southeast 
preference when compared to all slope aspects. (Fig. 12).Several factors may account for 
the concentration of chute aspects on these slopes. They can be grouped into either meteo­
rological or microclimatic categories.
Meteorological Control on Avalanche Chute Distribution
The noted preference for avalanche chutes for northwest and south-southeast 
aspects is probably a consequence of their orientation to storm movement. Avalanche 
chutes on northwestern slopes are probably due to windward deposition and compaction
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of snow. These stable masses of snow can be de stabilized by snow metamorphism in late 
winter and early spring when temperature fluctuations become more common than in mid 
winter. These temperature fluctuations and their associated gradients can create weak lay­
ers for subsequent snowfall to slide on. South and southeast-facing chutes may be due to 
leeward deposition although other factors such as solar irradiation are probably more 
important.
The central Bitterroot Range, as previously noted, is influenced by either continen­
tal or maritime climate depending on the extent and intensity of cold air masses moving 
south from Canada or on the positioning of the jet stream. Heavier snowfalls generally 
occur as a result of moist air masses coming from the Pacific Ocean. This maritime influ­
ence generally tracks from anywhere between the northwest and the southwest (Bluestein, 
1993). Storms approaching from the western aspects undergo orographic lifting and sub­
sequent condensation when moving over the Bitterroot Mountains. Other systems that 
approach from the southwest can create a northwesterly flow on the back side of a low 
pressure cell. For example, a low pressure cell moving over southern Idaho would create 
cyclonic winds that would track from the north and west on its back side. Either of these 
situations would make the northwestern and southeastern aspects the windward and lee­
ward slopes respectively.
Microclimate Control on Avalanche Chute Aspect Distribution
Although the avalanche chute distribution is affected by windward and leeward 
depositions, they are probably not the dominant factors. Slope aspect itself has some con­
trol on avalanche preference. Such control may be considered a variant of météorologie 
control in the form of microclimatic differences based on aspect. Differences in diurnal
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and seasonal temperature variations between north and south-facing slopes (Barry, 1992, 
83) have large impacts on changes to the in situ snowpack. In winter, temperatures on 
south-facing slopes cross the freezing point more frequently than on north-facing slopes. 
Diurnal temperature changes are also more intense on these slopes (Kondratyev & Man- 
lova, 1960, 15-16).
Temperature gradients between the air-snow interface and the snow-ground inter­
face promote snow metamorphism by creation of vapor pressure gradients. These gradi­
ents can exceed lOO^C/m in the upper snowpack (Fukuzawa and Akitaya, 1993). 
Birkeland (1998) measured negative temperature gradients in excess of 200“C/m between 
2 and 6 o ’clock am in the upper 50mm of snowpack in western Montana. McClung & 
Shaerer (1993,49) suggest that a critical value of ±10“C/m is necessary in the snowpack 
for the formation of faceted crystals. This value can easily be reached in the alpine snow­
pack of the Bitterroot Mountains. The greater diurnal temperature fluctuations on south- 
facing slopes drives the formation of weak layers by repeatedly moving between positive 
and negative pressure gradients.
The pressure gradients force vapor movement from areas of high pressure to low. 
As vapor moves through the snowpack, it encounters changes in temperature and relative 
humidity. Cold ambient air temperatures create vapor pressure gradients that force vapor 
upward from the ground surface (negative pressure gradient). As the vapor moves, it 
recrystallizes on individual snow grains to create large, angular crystals (Fredston & Fes- 
ler, 1993). These crystals, functioning somewhat like ball bearings, are less cohesive and 
constitute a weak layer. Depending on where these crystals form in the snowpack, they 
have been commonly referred to as surface hoar or depth hoar.
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Similar effects of temperature gradients can occur at several depths within the 
snowpack. Birkeland (1997) proposed three processes by which near-surface faceted crys­
tals can form 1) radiation recrystallization, 2) melt-layer recrystallization, and 3) diurnal 
recrystallization. Radiation recrystallization occurs in the upper few centimeters of the 
snowpack on south facing slopes (Birkeland, 1998). There is a preference for low latitudes 
and high altitudes. Melt-layer recrystallization occurs when a surface melt-layer forms 
from solar radiation or rain on snow. This saturated layer may be followed by new snow­
fall or may refreeze at night. Either produces a weak layer for subsequent snowfall to slide 
on. Diurnal recrystallization results from negative pressure gradients at night and positive 
gradients during the day. The changing gradients form what Birkeland (1998) called bi­
directional faceting of snow crystals. Birkeland et. al. (1998) found bi-directional snow 
crystals to be most common of the three in southwestern Montana.
However weak layers form, it is likely that slope aspect has some control. Diumal 
temperature variations are more common on south-facing slopes during winter months, 
while north-facing slopes at high altitudes seldom exceed the freezing point during winter 
(Barry, 1992). Radiation and melt-layer recrystallization occur more frequently and with 
greater intensity on south-facing slopes than on others. This might explain the presently 
observed preference for south-facing slopes.
According to Fraser (1978), avalanche risks increase as snowpack temperatures 
approach or cross the freezing point. This process occurs more frequently on directly irra­
diated slopes (south and southeast-facing). Birkeland (1998, written communication) 
observed significant avalanche activity sliding on layers of near-surface faceted snow on 
south aspects. The question remains as to whether south aspect slides in the Bitterroot
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Mountains are a result o f winter dry slides or spring wet slab avalanches. It is important to 
note that no single avalanche creates an avalanche chute. They are distinct geomorphic 
features formed by numerous avalanches over hundreds, even thousands, of years. Where 
a large avalanche removes forest, the lack of vegetation reduces resistance to future ava­
lanches. In other words, large avalanches are thought to pave the way for more frequent, 
perhaps less destructive, avalanches.
Slope-Aspect Control on Chute Morphologv
Both slope and local relief are greater on north-facing slopes than on south and 
southeast-facing slopes. The ANOVA with respect to aspect found greater area and length 
for avalanche tracks and runout zones on south-facing slopes. Because of their larger size 
and length, south-facing tracks extend into areas o f lower slope and, in several cases, con­
tinue up the opposing valley side. The extension of south-facing tracks into areas of low 
slope increases the total area occurring on low slope angles. This probably accounts for a 
majority of the difference in the slope and relief differences between the two aspect cate­
gories.
CONCLUSIONS
Summary of Methods and Observations
• The application of remote sensing and GIS to avalanche tracks and runout zones was 
useful in mapping areas that have been geomorphologically dominated by snow ava­
lanches. The mapping process using these data was found to be an 88 percent 
improvement over randomly assigning pixel values as avalanche track or non-ava­
lanche track.
• Because of their relatively high latitude and general orientation, the central Bitter­
root Mountains of western Montana consist of numerous areas under terrain shadow. 
For this reason, the effect of terrain on remotely sensed images covering the area 
must be accounted for.
• Terrain correction methods are probably not necessary for areas of lower relief and/ 
or lower latitude. In areas where mountain range orientation is parallel to solar azi­
muth at the time of image acquisition, the methods are probably not needed.
• Avalanche chutes in the study area show a preference for northwest and south-south- 
east aspects. In addition, south-facing tracks are significantly longer than others. 
Both observations may be linked to the general storm tracks crossing the area during 
winter and spring months. Northwest slopes are usually windward to an approaching 
weather system, whereas east-southeast are leeward. Greater temperature fluctua­
tions on south slopes may contribute to the frequency and intensity of larger wet slab 
avalanches on south slopes.
• Terrain slope and local relief are greater on north-northeast facing chutes than south- 
southwest facing chutes. South facing chutes, with greater area and length, extend
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into lower slope areas, which creates lower average slope and relief than for north- 
facing chutes.
Future Research Suggested
The methods presented to map avalanche chutes were successful although several 
limitations exist. Only the avalanche tracks and runout zones (chutes) were successfully 
mapped because of the diversity of starting zone terrain and vegetation. Spatial resolution 
at 30 m contributed to errors of omission and commission because of edge problems 
between chutes and surrounding forest. Advancements in satellite technology will, in the 
future, enhance the ability to map avalanche chutes.
Mapping o f Avalanche Potential
W hile avalanche tracks and runout zones are readily mapped with reasonable accu­
racy, avalanche path starting zones are not, although they are perhaps the most important 
feature. It is in these areas where snow movement is initiated either by natural or artificial 
stresses. This zone presents the greatest risks to backcountry travelers, highways travel, 
and other users. By observing the areas above mapped avalanche tracks, it may be possible 
to map starting zones and examine them geomorphologically. From such examinations, it 
may be possible to map areas that risk avalanche initiation providing much needed infor­
mation for route planning and risk assessment.
Use o f SPOT or Landsat ETM+
Merging the panchromatic band of SPOT with the seven TM bands would combine 
the better (10m) spatial resolution of SPOT and the multispectral quality of TM. This 
would probably improve the mapping of avalanche chutes, in particular, mapping their 
width. TM data, because of its 30 m eter spatial resolution, has a tendency to overestimate
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width, due primarily to the averaging of contrasting pixels.
At the time of this writing, Landsat 7 was scheduled to launch July 9, 1998. 
Aboard this new platform will be the Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+). This will 
provide an additional panchromatic band with 15m spatial resolution to the existing seven 
bands (Mika, 1997). The additional panchromatic band may be incorporated with the mul­
tispectral bands as can be done with SPOT. The advantage of using ETM+ is that the addi­
tional band will be acquired at the same time. Because both panchromatic and 
multispectral data are acquired from the same platform, atmospheric attenuation is less 
important as is georeferencing of the imagery. Data that are acquired on separate dates are 
acquired under different atmospheric condition requiring additional measures to limit 
atmospheric effects.
The most important benefit to avalanche mapping from ETM+ in Idrisi will be that 
of cost. It is the current policy of NASA and NCAA to provide ETM+ data (when avail­
able) at the cost of reproduction and delivery (Williamson, 1997). The use of Idrisi soft­
ware in the study was chosen for similar reasons, it is relatively inexpensive and has 
modest hardware requirements. This will allow avalanche forecasters and researchers with 
limited funding to map avalanche chutes over large areas at minimal cost.
Winter Thermal Imagery
Although not used in this study due to the coarse spatial resolution, thermal data 
may prove useful if acquired during winter months. Because thermal data represent spec­
tral emittence rather than reflectance, (Jensen, 1996) it is not subject to the terrain shadows 
apparent in reflected imagery. Emitted energy is also attenuated by water in the snowpack 
allowing for the possibility of identifying areas of snow accumulation (Cracknell &
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Hayes, 1993). If higher resolution thermal data is available in the future it may prove use­
ful in identifying areas of different snowpack densities.
Openings in a forested canopy commonly receive greater snow loading than sur­
rounding forest. These openings whether through timber harvest or natural processes like 
avalanches and other slope failures, create a decrease in the interception of snow crystals 
(Gary, 1974; Lundberg & Halldin, 1994; Stegman, 1996). Such decreases result in greater 
accumulation in openings. The resulting increase in snowpack within avalanche chutes 
may allow for their identification as well as areas of accumulation that may be potential 
starting zones. Thermal data may therefore, augment other methods of identifying starting 
zones previously mentioned.
Closing Comments
Of the questions raised and the results observed in this study, two are most interest­
ing. First, the relative success of the slope-aspect correction, and, second, the ineffective­
ness of the morphometries. However, when applied to other areas, these results will 
probably change.
The overall quality of the mapping method is dependent on user knowledge of a 
study area. Methods presented for mapping avalanche chutes are not entirely objective. 
Some user interaction will always be required, particularly in the training stage. Quality 
training data is crucial to any image classification process and perhaps even more-so when 
applied to mapping avalanche chutes. The chutes are complex features that must be under­
stood by the user. W ithout knowledge of the avalanche chutes in a study area, the user 
risks false classification and increased error. With knowledge of a region containing ava­
lanche chutes, an avalanche forecaster or researcher should be able to identify and map
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them with relatively high accuracy. Such mapping may raise even more questions about 
avalanche distribution and formation allowing areas at risk to be mapped.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A. Documentation of Idrisi-compatible .exe files.
winstat.exe program documentation file winstat.doc
winstat / winstati
winstat in-image window-size window-step out-image stat-option overwrite
description : Creates an array (size=window-size^s) for each window.
The array is send to a statistical subroutine and 8 
statistics are calculated. Then a single statistical 
value, as specified by stat-option, is output to the 
result image pixel.
in-image
window-size
out_image
stat-option
overwrite
: a elevation image with integer or real data in a binary
format.(no extension; uses idrisi.env path name)
: number of horizontal and vertical pixels in square window. 
window_step : number of pixels to move the window 
horizontally for across raster and also the number of 
rows to move down.
: output image and docfile name (no extention).
winstat outputs float values in binary format, 
winstati outputs float values in binary format.
(case sensitive):
: min - minimum winstatness
: max - maximum winstatness
: med - median, the middle value in the sorted array:
(n/2) given (0..n) - winstati only
: mod - mode, the most frequent value in adjacency array.
- winstati only 
avg - average value in array, winstat only, 
sdv - standard deviation of value in array, winstat only, 
skw - skew of array, winstat only, 
kur - kurtosis of array, winstat only, 
rng - maximum - minimum of array, 
o for overwrite out-file if it already exists.
example :
winstat nrelief 5 5 nrelief2 sdv 
winstati nrelief 3 1 nrelief2 mod o
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silhouet.exe program documentation file silhouet.doc 
silhouet
silhouet in-image, window-size, window-step, out-image, options, 
tolerance, overwrite
description: as a 3 by 3 window moves across the input-image, generate a 
three pixel vector which passes through the center pixel. 
Examine the 2 adjacency and classify the window 0-8 as
bellow:
0 —
1 /\
2 / \  3
/ \
4 / \ 5
6 _/ \_ 7
8 \/
in-image input, integer, binary image file (no extension)
window_s ize must be 3
window_step 1,2, or 3 . 1 is recommended
out-image output , integer, binary image and document file name
options (case sensitive) vert, horz.
rdiag (right leaning diagonal) Idiag
vertR (vertical reverse) horzR, rdiagR, IdiagR
(reverse = right to left, bottom to top)
tolerance number of z-values to consider elevation change 'flat'.
ie. if (elevationl - elevation2 < tolerance) then 'flat
overwrite o to overwrite output file that already exists
examples
silhouet nrelief 3 1 myout rdiag 50 
silhouet nrelief 3 1 myout vertR 0 o
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rough.exe program documentation file rough.doc
rough / rough!
rough in-image window-size window-step out-image stat-option overwrite
description calculates an array of absolute values of the difference 
in elevation between adjacent pixels. Given a window 
size n, the array of adjacencies will be of size n*(n- 
1)*2. Then return a single statictical value as 
specified by stat-option.
in-image : a elevation image with integer data in a binary format.
(no extension; uses idrisi.env path name) 
window-size : number of horizontal and vertical pixels in square window.
window_step : number of pixels to move the window horizontally for
across
raster and also the number of rows to move down.
out_image : output image and docfile name (no extension).
rough outputs float values in binary format, 
roughi outputs integer values in binary format. 
stat-option (case sensitive):
min - minimum roughness 
max - maximum roughness
med - median, the middle value in the sorted array:
(n/2) given (0..n) - roughi only
mod - mode, the most frequent value in adjacency array.
- roughi only
avg - average value in array, rough only.
standard deviation of value in array, rough only, 
skew of array, rough only, 
kurtosis of array, rough only, 
maximum - minimum. 
sum of all adjacent roughness.
overwrite
example :
sdv
skw
kur
rng
sum
o for overwrite out-file if it already exists.
rough nrelief 5 5 nrelief2 sdv 
roughi nrelief 3 1 nrelief2 mod o
Appendix B. Morphometric variables for individual Avalanche Chutes.
Track Aspect Length
(m)
Area
(ha)
Width
(m)
L:W Ratio Relief
(m)
Track Aspect Length
(m)
Area
(ha)
Width
(m)
L:W Ratio Relief
(m)
1 5 "839 15.75 188 4.47 334 4l 6 563 6.39 113 4.96 250
2 6 694 12.15 175 3.96 218 42 3 520 6.03 116 4.48 144
3 2 642 4.50 70 9.16 265 43 2 419 4.86 116 3.61 108
4 2 799 13.77 172 4.64 167 44 6 393 3.33 85 4.64 171
5 3 543 9.27 171 3.18 98 45 4 497 1.44 29 17.15 239
6 6 392 9.00 230 1.71 105 46 1 570 5.49 96 5.92 462
7 3 390 2.43 62 6.26 202 47 4 838 19.17 229 3.66 330
8 6 420 2.43 58 7.26 187 48 3 598 5.94 99 6.02 286
9 1 420 4.23 101 4.17 173 49 3 417 5.13 123 3.39 180
10 3 603 8.73 145 4.17 382 50 2 827 14.67 177 4.66 200
11 3 485 5.58 115 4.22 304 51 4 753 6.66 88 8.51 352
12 3 473 3.96 84 5.65 248 52 4 911 10.53 116 7.88 384
13 7 587 3.51 60 9,82 261 53 4 490 4.32 88 5.56 220
14 7 564 2.52 45 12.62 217 54 4 1019 16.83 165 6.17 396
15 6 1388 10.98 79 17.55 601 55 5 935 13.14 141 6.65 334
16 7 809 9.63 119 6.80 360 56 5 879 10.89 124 7.09 404
17 7 42 9.36 2229 0.02 501 57 8 418 3.51 84 4.98 206
18 7 427 6.03 141 3.02 234 58 5 761 11.52 151 5.03 309
19 8 606 5.40 89 6.80 312 59 8 412 3.33 81 5.10 210
20 8 780 14.49 186 4.20 309 60 8 457 3.42 75 6.11 223
21 8 462 4.14 90 5.16 219 61 8 512 4.50 88 5.83 201
22 6 720 9.81 136 5.28 265 62 8 439 3.51 80 5.49 168
23 7 615 6.48 105 5.84 263 63 3 547 6.84 125 4.37 104
24 7 586 8.91 152 3.85 210 64 8 469 4.50 96 4.89 90
25 7 556 5.13 92 6.03 273 65 1 775 8.19 106 7.33 279
26 7 844 10.08 119 7.07 408 66 5 1165 17.73 152 7.65 429
27 7 594 8.82 148 4.00 204 67 5 696 10.89 156 4.45 349
28 1 448 9.36 209 2.14 267 68 5 1010 11.61 115 8.79 373
29 1 660 8.37 127 5.20 254 69 1 497 6.39 129 3.87 235
30 3 529 8.10 153 3.45 175 70 5 954 16.92 177 5.38 424
31 5 872 6.12 70 12.42 482 71 4 906 10.53 116 7.80 328
32 5 989 8.01 81 12.21 484 72 4 737 4.59 62 11.83 249
33 6 960 7.47 78 12.34 394 73 4 810 10.71 132 6.13 355
34 6 432 4.68 108 3.99 253 74 4 943 11.34 120 7.84 390
35 1 550 5.85 106 5.17 271 75 1 644 12.87 200 3.22 278
36 1 348 2.88 83 4.21 144 76 2 683 8.73 128 5.34 355
37 2 460 3.96 86 5.34 205 77 2 581 4.50 77 7.50 338
38 2 804 8.55 106 7.56 288 78 8 521 3.60 69 7.54 252
39 2 574 3.24 56 10.17 282 79 2 902 7.29 81 11.16 482
40 6 731 5.40 74 9.90 350 80 1 976 8.91 91 10.69 588
